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Good Thursday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always in our
Minds, on our Tongues, and in our Hearts.

All Saints, Pray for us!

Index Number 1486:

—

This morning's prayers were over many things, and I am still not
done – but I decided that I wanted to touch – at least – on each [of
these], as some have been on my mind to share for a while*.

Four Topics I hope to cover here, at least a little bit.

1. Grouping from single point ('Oldly-Weds')*

2. General prayers for individuals – expanded to 3 types
(Individuals, Groups, Processes)*

3. Karno maps – coding forms of Rational Thoughts

4. 'A Fool's Foreskin' song (Funny)

5. An author's book series – analogy towards Holy Battle

A while ago I was describing to a Catholic Friend what I meant by
'Oldly Weds', and I think it does well to expand here.

In Church there is a couple that are both Widowed and they
remarried, and I found out about a problem they were dealing with,
and so I added then briefly into my prayers.

On meditation I considered how their situation was different from
typical married couples, and as such having both had families from
their previous 'One Flesh' Joining, and the interplay between such
and the stranger issues these might bring, as well as others factors
– Spiritually there is great Meditation aspects and possible insights
as to what One Flesh in marriage, and this situation means and



brings – I could argue this is part of the Total Union and
Communion of the Church Body in such .. both souls (each a sub-
soul of the Kaleidoscoped Hosts, [Plato's Cave Analogy I have
expanded on]) being Holy Linked and Integrated – 'reOrdered and
reAssembled' in my common Model of Holy terms.

So different then the standard marriage where souls are 'Laced
Together' through commonality in experiences, sexuality and
children, etc. into One Flesh.

So I turned the Particular 'single point' into the General, and now I
have added mentions to not only Newly Weds, couples with
children, couples without children, Widow(ers)s, Single Servants of
God, etc. and add 'as in {Named examples}'

This I have been meaning to bring up.

I have a 'general prayer' which started out as something like 'all
those of us struggling with God's Will Rending and Warping Sins' to
a more general and directed version, that is as such as well as all
Organizations & Groups {That Profit, Support, or Allow} from them
(Planned Parenthood – for example),

And the Processes – meaning rules and laws and such – and those
who are in those positions, hold those specific responsibilities –
think of this Gov and Society – The Process would be Laws – Law-
makers, those who strive to follow and have others follow those
laws – Executives, those who judge such – Courts, ..

.. but Also the Laws and Procedures Specifically – both a 'Miro' and
'Meta' dimension.

This applies to every organization – from Church through Gov,
Businesses, to .. bowling-groups, wherever people joint together for
a Common Cause.

[Added later: I forgot to add the 3-degrees of [freedom]
connections - not only the people interconnection, but groups, and
processes.]

Since I started programming – back in 7th Grade – and perhaps
before in my interest in Science I have been interested in and spent
much time considering how I would Program (and control) everyday
things. It might have started with simple physical actions – like
walking .. but extended to 'how did I decide that' and could I make a
general rule to apply – and if not, what other factors would be
needed to encompass it enough that if May be done.

As you can imagine – I had a lot of automatic 'waiting in line' and
'while mowing the lawn' material.

.. I wrote a while ago about my young impatience and unable to
stand still in line – it would be called hyperactivity and ADD these
days and drugged – likely – but as I posted, one of the Blessings
my mom gave me was – at the proper age and situation – that point
that she Liked waiting in line because it gave her a chance to think
– and when raising and caring for 6+ children (the plus is because 2
of my fathers sons from a earlier marriage stayed with us for a long
while) I can now understand why.

As mentioned in Post, February 8th, 2022, Tuesday Morning, 'Index
Number 1411:', ..



https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1411

Archived: https://archive.ph/vYpJ1 [Updated]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10228078885381709

Archived: https://archive.ph/SsWdO

Latest Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

—

(A Side Note – Insight – one of the sad aspects of the Facebook
Blocking in general, and specifically my updates is that the updates
can not contain any editing to post body that was done since first
posted – and regular readers will sometime see clarity expansion
and such, [some of] those dyslexic forgetting of a clearly intended
'not' fixed, as well as spelling fixes.

.. but mostly the loss is in the 3 or so lines included for each post
comment, the 'Referenced Here:' aspect that links the post to
others – such as this one – that refer or expand on them. The
Neural Subject Web that topics become, and I had initially posted
the SubStack first in such Referenced Here list, but when I noticed
this I decided that this aspect was too good to short-circuit .. that
the Archived version would only allow the expansion if the
Facebook post existed, not Censored, and require other aspects
that people who do not want to communicate with the Satanic
Groups of interlinked Gov and corpDragons engage when using
such.)

Linking concepts of Religious, Technical, .., and cultural writing to
expand the Consciousness of Man and Beast (us and Artificial
Intelligents)!

—

So the process of Coding generalization of Ideas, and Pattern
recognition aspects became one of the higher-level long term
conceptual aspects .. for example I recently posted about the
possible connection between someone – working for the evil-
Federal Gov and refusing on religious grounds, and them
Targeting Orthodox believers – or anyone who would 'be difficult'
[Ethical, Virtuous] against their Satanic Plans – and the State

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/vYpJ1
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://archive.ph/SsWdO


attempting to destroy their family for that reason – verses their
widespread seeming excuse of collecting matching federal monies
for Fathers' payments - the general destruction of Fatherhood and
families.

.. recall that the IRS was caught Targeting Conservatives
[Groups] as political abuse and destruction!

Let me find that post, because I talked about the Niceness of either
being unaware of specifics – or not trusting what you may have
believed or were told to believe (for example - as the IRS example
shows – they are Satanic and Lie, and how much do you believe
from such sources you never questioned because it fit [their media
created and such] narrative – and our evil-Blindness.)

Oh!, and about Satanic Coordination - Gov & corpDragon
Monopolies, .. After that FireFox update I did not want – since they
actively blocked international news sites (PressTV) from time to
time – GAB and GETTR stopped working on it, but .. so strangle ..
Twitter seems fine!

.. F-You slimy cnts and your Female-Evil Satanically targeted
'Technical Problem, Opsie!'!)

—

Example mentioned - about use ignorance and uncertainty to
advantage - in Post, April 1st, 2022, Friday Morning, 'Index Number
1480:', ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1480

Archived: https://archive.ph/jr73Q [Updated]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10228368554823264

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

—

Now back to the Coding point ..

I have often posted about using Fussy Logic with Karnaugh Maps
(which most usually apply in Electrical Engineering to Boolean
Logic simplification), the latest example – follow the link(s) for more
– in Post, October 25th, 2021, Monday Later Morning, 'Index
Number 1242:', ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1241

Archived: https://archive.ph/bdyiP [Updated]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10227438282927048

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

—

What looks like a good article on the regular use of Karno-maps is
here, ..

“The Karnaugh Map Boolean Algebraic Simplification
Technique”

by Sneha H.L., June 24, 2016

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/jr73Q
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/bdyiP
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts


https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/technical-articles/karnaugh-map-boolean-

algebraic-simplification-technique

Archived: https://archive.ph/Zt0FE

-

—

With the Fuzzy Logic version you would apply different thresholds
or colors to the Intersection (Product).

It would be useful to apply it through time from low-to-high
Thresholds for example - and get information about it that way ..
and the Threshold may be a Function .. say you want to normalized
as distance increases or population increases, etc.

What I wanted to add was about patterns with more dimensions
then the two axis – that other factors in our problem
characterization will add dimensions .. a 3rd dimension would be a
Cube visualized (or the regular 2-D over time – each increment
being the next slightly delayed frame), and a 4th would .. yes, the
Cube over time .. and looking for patterns in motion for example – a
'blob' or grouping moves towards one corner or face of cube – for
example.

Does that make sense?

Most people are utilitarians in wanting a simple rule – with the
Karno-maps can give, but it is in working the problems out at this
level – thinking of Coding – that the smaller steps may be examined
- and understood.

.. the difference between being able to apply, and understanding at
a deeper level .. between a person who can use a cell-phone, and
a person who knows why it stops working and what needs to be
done to get it working again, and what does it mean – in the
environment for example – if it suddenly stops, and should work.

I add this for levity and an example of how a misunderstanding or
mistake might add to our dimension.

This song I enjoy, and only realized what the song worlds really
were when I saw the title of it in a playlist and who it was from –
wondering if I had heard that song before of his – and realize it was

https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/technical-articles/karnaugh-map-boolean-
https://archive.ph/Zt0FE


one I often enjoy, and that my musings of why he would be singing
about 'A Fool’s Foreskin' in such a religious tone, and he must
mean that even Fools can Procreate and God Loves all babies, and
possibly he means to sing about how with the Lord - a Fool (which
we all play at times) often will fall and get back up and try again –
perhaps wiser and a method of God's Love to help us, and .. and ..

.. Well, try it and see if you can make it fit to the rest – and does
that provide any Insights?, ..

-

“Full Force Gale”

by Van Morrison

https://youtu.be/mTCrVydBAqo

—

I will see if I can condense this a bit.

Since I have been spending time away from general media and
many commentators on YouTube because of the overload of lies
and pro-War pushing and after a while one might think such evil
needs a nuke fire to cleanse us – unless God sends a Real
Pandemic to kill all women at and post menopause – except those
that Serve, Sacrifice, Stewart for God, Church, Man, [Righteous]
Nation, Self (and family, neighbors), and Creation, ..

Yes! - we are enSlaved Mind-F-ed ‘souless goys’ & individual
Organ Farms within this #GreatSatan Empire controlled by Satanic
evil-Zionist international Witch-Matriarchy ruling families, Minions of
Their Vagina-god Satan.

.. so I have been going through my audiobooks and while reading –
listening too – I may expand on thoughts about it in relation to other
things.

The recent book was ‘Heretics of Dune’ - which I mentioned in a
recent post – and the B.G. Witches and their Spice Agony which
links them to all the life-memories in their Female Genetic Line, and
the God Emperor parallels with our [Holy-Becoming] Profane
Masters (or the Prince, Profit, Lamb/Priest trinity of us all) in this
Multiverse Jacob's Ladder situation, the Resurrection from the dead
using cells and trauma to link some to past lives, and unusual
abilities – and how those [could] apply to my Model of Holy, and if
not – why not ..

.. and like with the movie 'The Matrix' and Holy Simulation
comparison, where does it fall-down, why .. for example .. the
Jewish Brothers who Produced such – now both Trans – may have
been Satanic Witch connected through Multiverse and if so – why
did they substitute 'for Batteries' for the Hosting of other Multiverse,
the our Burning for Sins that Render God's Will, and such .. or was

https://youtu.be/mTCrVydBAqo


it only an extension to the Simulation idea and that tied that aspect
up – it was an action fill after all, and such.

Are those Authors 'Tapping into' the Recursive Nature of Reality,
seeing a Pattern in the small or regular size and expanding to
Parallel those aspects into the [potentially] Holy, or to that which
has similarities, and such.

—

The one I am reading now is from Peter Clines, ..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Clines

Archived: https://archive.ph/tECp0

-

—

.. one of Threshold[8] series, the first being '14' (named for a
mysterious apartment number in an apartment building),..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/14_(novel)

Archived: https://archive.ph/sKrcW

-

—

. . the one I am reading is 'Terminus' – about the building on the
opposite side of the world and critical in preventing a Super-
Predator in the series Multiverse from finding and arriving to eat all
life – by electromagnetically or such interfering with the senses of
the Predators.

It is easy to connect to the Satanic Oppression and Sacrifices of
babies and souls we see in this now #CntHell Reality, creating
specific Mulltiverse by making those Connected-to such Sins to
Burn Hosting them - for example .. that the Super-Predator comes
and Eats the Souls of us, instead of only the lives and bodies, and
how we – all together – are part of a sub-Soul .. and parallels.

He – author – draws on Lovecraft as his writings were based on a
Wider Knowledge and Tesla was involved in creating the Interfering

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Clines
https://archive.ph/tECp0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/14_(novel)
https://archive.ph/sKrcW


System to allow our population to get so large – the Super-
Predators are drawn at some point – and the scientists back then
determine they were getting close and needed to prevent such over
a century ago, and such.

.. it's pretty good all around, and ties together well – except for
'Dead Moon' was a disappointment and I never finished it ..
zombies on the moon crap – he phoned-it-in and pissed on the
series there.

‘The Fold’, 2nd in series, was pretty good also – I went back to
'Terminus' first as I liked aspects of the characters, and some of the
theories and underlining model were explained – summarized well,
as I recall – have not gotten back there yet.

The concept of the EM Interference in book reminds me of not only
my System of Intercommunication with the Multiverse Infinite
Quantum Mind by using the EM 3-Axis transmitter Tracker I
discovered from my old job I happened to take [providence],

but also aspects of the movie 'From Beyond' – also based on
Lovecraft's short story of same name .. a scientist creates an
antenna that transposes or over-laces multiverses near it.

—

All Fertile Stuff for Meditations .. the particulars and in general – like
authors’ Sight and in general all our consciousness overlapping
others, with total Self, and God.

And that should be enough for this morning.

Below is the little I managed to add yesterday.

—

May this be a Blessing to you, and us all.

—

More on this topic asking if Pope Benedict XVI might have been
Wrongly removed from his Office – and Pope Francis evilly-



Installed .. by coordinated evil-Zionist international Witch-Matriarchy
ruling family's Minions., ..

-

“Vigano Drops A Bombshell Demand On The Church &
Responds To His Traditionalist Critics”

by Return To Tradition

https://youtu.be/IcGoeeGWrYo

—

Referenced interview URL, ..

'Intervista / Carlo Maria Viganò: “Reagire e opporsi alla
dittatura, prima di essere privati di altri diritti fondamentali”'

by Aldo Maria Valli, 5 April 2022

https://www.aldomariavalli.it/2022/04/05/intervista-carlo-maria-vigano-reagire-

e-opporsi-alla-dittatura-prima-di-essere-privati-di-altri-diritti-fondamentali

Archived: https://archive.ph/2j3Cx

—

I like the images .. imagine if you lived in a different time in the past
looking at these pictures – say Victorian or even late 19th Century ..
what would you be thinking., ..

-

“LIVING IN AMERICA BY JAMES BROWN”

by/under jose del rio

https://youtu.be/2yrT0DpvfVI

—

Today the Federal Gov and most if not all States only legitimacy on
Taxing, Right to execute a Monopoly on Violence, and so many
other things – is the Threat of murdering you or destroying your life
with guns, jail, torture, ...

The SCOTUS has Decreed this in Deed for Decades - as clearly as
if they put down on paper.

Brains blown-out on ground, hostage starvation and torture to death
in Cell is all they have. An unJust, unTrue, disOrdering baby-
murdering, enSlaving, tormenting & torture, Murdering Nightmare -
a Vile Vicious worse then wild Animal that could (it Just) be Ended
for the good of us all, our loved, .. and the world., ..

-

“Ketanji Brown Jackson Has ‘No Position’ on Natural Rights of
the Individual | Automatic Disqualifier”

by Matt Christiansen

https://youtu.be/e3Gf0-m0TUo

https://www.bitchute.com/video/e3Gf0-m0TUo

—

More 'racist' facts – FBI hiding .. as they did when they removed
that study on women's rates of false rape accusations they file ..
conservatively 80% are false – of those filed!

https://youtu.be/IcGoeeGWrYo
https://www.aldomariavalli.it/2022/04/05/intervista-carlo-maria-vigano-reagire-
https://archive.ph/2j3Cx
https://youtu.be/2yrT0DpvfVI
https://youtu.be/e3Gf0-m0TUo
https://www.bitchute.com/video/e3Gf0-m0TUo


.. But the FBI is now a Womanhood & Family & .. destroying evil-
Zionist Witch-Arm of Satan., ..

-

“Crime Has Likely FAR SURPASSED the 1990s and the FBI and
the Media are Covering it Up”

by The Red Elephants - Vincent James

https://www.bitchute.com/video/trUbhiXjz2a2

—

Wow – finally someone is making more sense then then regular
booger-eating retards and their Witch-Handlers., ..

-

“Paul Weston - Putin V The New World Order – Introduction”

by Paul Weston

https://youtu.be/N0zPRdnXG-w

—

.. Good – he mentions the Zionist-war directed at Yemen!

F-you to all who ignore such long term evil containing much more of
those things we hearing about – much likely lies – about Ukraine,
yet screech “Russia!Russia!Russia! Bad” like trained Barking Seals
at the evil-Zionist Witches' commands.

—

Matt at his normal good., ..

-

'Leftists TRIGGERED About the Term “Groomer”'

by Matt Walsh

https://youtu.be/Q7cc_-nkRIY

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10228396072271183

Archived: [Facebook Blocked, Censored]

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-

https://www.bitchute.com/video/trUbhiXjz2a2
https://youtu.be/N0zPRdnXG-w
https://youtu.be/Q7cc_-nkRIY
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-


number-1485

Archived: https://archive.ph/yzHj4

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1358442919014436878

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108085449493400268

Archived: https://archive.ph/v9SLe

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account (till 31March2022);
posts, comments, images, and more ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/00heaeu8k8fdayl
/facebook-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%2031%20march%202022.zip

—

Links to this and other related:

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1486

Archived: https://archive.ph/M5iaF [Updated2]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/itiovfs44dimdlz

/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201486%20%2C

%20April%207th%2C%202022%2C%20Thursday%20Morning.pdf

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10228401359323356

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts

/pfbid02ypijjXPH44tcJMqz8BUpCKo73Y7DpfK2MLmnWfry8kMD2ta5r7JADc5PrqDMqFs7l

[Facebook Shadow-Banning version of URL]

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/g765xvr4fhvfndn

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201486

%20%2C%20April%207th%2C%202022

%2C%20Thursday%20Morning%20-%20Updated.pdf

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1358828301900058642

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108091376067288561

Archived: https://archive.ph/Mg0bi

—

—
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